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Qadro System
Conceived to adapt to the needs of the office 
and modern contract spaces, Qadro System 
is a multifunctional system featuring rigorous 
linear design, created specifically to be easy to 
assemble, reconfigure and recycle: the perfect 
solution for flexible shelving to organise and store 
a multitude of objects.
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PFlex is a table system responding efficiently to all 
aesthetic and functional needs of modern offices, 
it offers 4 types of legs, multiple top finishes and 
aluminium components: a unique flexibility behind its 
design.

Natural evolution of collection DuoChair, DuoOval features a 
backrest with a more informal design, available in two heights, 
defining a product, good looking, simple in design and easy to use.

PFlex Table

DuoOval



PFlex, flexible configuration and a useful 
collection of handy accessories

PFlex Coworking table

SUPPORT

Qadro Dividing wall

DuoChair Soft backrest

The perfect solution when creating flexible 
multipurpose interiors

DuoChair Pad with die-cast aluminum structure  
painted in bright RAL colors

DIVIDE

SEAT
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DuoChair Mesh embodies transparency 
and technical lightness: mounted on 
a lean structure, the innovative elastic 
mesh is as soft as a thin cushion. 
This structure not only provides a 
comfortable padded effect, but also 
ensures pleasant ventilation.

DuoChair Pad conveys a sense of classic elegance and 
quality craftsmanship. The backrest structure consists of 
fabric or leather upholstery stretched across the frame. 
The multi-chamber upholstery creates a padded effect 
for continuous, comfortable support. The rigid perimeter 
structure interacts with the multi-chamber upholstery to 
give the backrest its freedom of movement.

DuoChair Mesh

DuoChair Pad

Qadro System
The system provides a supporting structure for communication screens 
and technology, space definition and storage, personal items and coworking 
elements. The great variety of finishes and endless configuration options 
allow the realisation of original solutions, expressly designed for different 
requirements.
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PFlex Stand up
Whether it is a single, executive or meeting 
table, PFlex adapts to every need thanks to 
its compositional flexibility and, thanks to its 
clean, linear design, it succeeds in adding 
character to any room while maintaining 
balance and harmony of form.

PFlex All round
Whether the top is round, barrel-shaped, 
trapezoidal, square or rectangular, the PFlex 
structure adapts to every imaginable variant. 
The structural components are made of 
extruded aluminium, a sustainable and 
completely recyclable material.

PFlex Meeting
A resourceful table should be specified for 
task work, meetings, conferences, coworking, 
training, and coffee drinking and dining. PFlex 
swiftly adapt to need with spacious surfaces, 
flexible configurations and a useful collection 
of dot-dash accessories.

PFlex Workstation
A table system reduced to its essential 
elements, resulting in crafted yet 
industrial designs with a refined function 
and essential simplicity. Changing work 
patterns have highlighted how flexible 
the office table needs to be.
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Today’s increasingly flexible offices, free from 
traditional organisation, require products that 
offer multiple configurations: PFlex is a new 
table system for modern work, meeting and 
communication areas.

DuoChair Cubic with breathable cells is simplicity in design with 
no loss of comfort. Its cellular fabric backrest, partially padded, 
ensures constant air circulation through the backrest for increased 
comfort when sitting. The cellular fabric is made entirely of recycled 
polyester and is available in a wide range of colours, allowing for 
high-contrast combinations with seats in a different shade.

PFlex Stand up workstation

DuoChair Cubic
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PBox Collection
PBox is a collection of modular tables of extreme 
essentiality and high flexibility : by changing the structure 
dimensions, PBox can become a coworking desk, 
meeting table, touchdown workstation and stand up, for 
offices and contract spaces. Endless solutions, endless 
development.

PBox Meeting
A very elegant system with a strong 
personality, featuring light volumes and 
contemporary syle. A perfect fusion 
between tradition and modernity, finding 
in materials combinaton a further 
enhancement of pure and stylised 
shapes.



BookendShelf for electrical outlet

Accessories tray Shelf for accessories

Dividing panel

PFlex Multiple choices

BoxOvalBig-oval Angular

Accessories

Colors

Legs

Qadro Media stand
Qadro is the innovative answer from ICF that 
offers a new monitor-centric perspective. 
In this scenario with the screen as the 
focal point of the office, Qadro stands out 
as a modular base element that can be 
adapted to suit different, continually evolving 
activities, such as meetings, international 
calls, brainstorming, personnel training and 
moments for reflection.

DuoOval has a selection of upholsteries among 
all ICF fabrics and leather collections, with 
a wide choice of colours and combinations, 
making DuoOval a seat suitable for all different 
workplaces from informal to institutional ones.

DuoOval Colors
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